Craftlock Bed Frame Assembly Instructions
Use with models: 133R, 133G, 146R, 146G, 150R, 150G, 160R, 160G, 166R, 166G
Parts included:
All frames include:
(2) Side Rails (includes headboard bracket)
(2) Cross Rails
(2) End Caps
Models 146R, 146G, 150R, 150G, 160R,
160G, 166R, and 166G also include a
center support rail for Full, Queen, King,
and California King sizes.
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Foot parts for 133R:
(4) Plastic Sockets
(4) Rug Rollers

Foot parts for 146R, 150R, 160R, 166R:
(6) Plastic Sockets
(6) Rug Rollers

Foot parts for 133G:
(4) Plastic Sockets
(4) Glides

Foot parts for 146G, 150G, 160G, 166G:
(6) Plastic Sockets
(6) Glides
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Set side rails out with the headboard brackets
on the same end. Leave enough room for the
cross rails to fit between them.

Slide the leg covers on the side rails over the
inner legs on the cross rails.
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Rivets
Side rail

For Full, Queen, King, and California King sizes:
install the center support rail. Fit the center
support legs into the leg covers at the center of
the cross rails at the head and foot of the frame.
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Insert plastic sockets into the legs on the
cross rails. Then insert the casters or glides
(as appropriate to your model frame) into the
plastic sockets. Make sure that the caster/glide
is fully seated in the plastic socket.

Cross rail
Center support
Inner leg
Roller stem
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Slip the end caps over the foot ends of the side
rails (oposite the headboard brackets).

Leg socket

Your bed frame is now ready to use.

Video instructions are also available. To view instructions for larger sizes (like the 150G): https://youtu.be/K9AB1S62nMQ
To view instructions for smaller sizes (like the 133R): https://youtu.be/nmUBX55oqdw
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